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SIDE~{T :PKE -~

NITCHELL:

?

MITCHELL:

?

MITCHELL :

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICH~N:

MITCHELL:

EHRLICH[~AN:

pRESIDENT:

HALDE~N:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

HALDEI{AN:

DEAN:

Well, John how are you? (inaudible)

Mr. President, !’m just great. How are you?

You’ re a Wall Street lawyer...

Yeah. I,would hope that would be O.K.

You have to admit, have to admit you’re ri.ch.

Not in front of al! these people that help to collect taxes.

(inaudible)- But I, I can.report to you that the firm is

doing quite well.

Are they?

I don’t see any reason why it shouldn’t.

I would agree.

(inaudible) Eastland is going to postpone any further

hearings on Gray for, for a couple of weeks and allow things

to cool off a little bit. He thinks Gray is dead on the

floor ¯

(inaudible)

Gray’s the symbol of wisdom today; he accused your counsel

of being a liar.

He may be dead ’cause I may sheot him.

[Laughter]

How’s that?

He said, "yes"; he thinks John, he thinks John Dean did lie

to the FBI when he said he wasn’t sure whether Hunt, whether

ah, Howard Hunt had an office in the White House.

I said I had to check it out. ?~at hap~.ne~ the =~t~

me if they could see the office when it occurred--right

after an interview. ~ And I said I would have to check .that

out. And now it has been interpreted that i was lying
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Are you coming back?

AN:

PRESIDENT:

Yuh, we’ll coming back over

Yuh, well, when you~come back...~e can, uh, is that

office open

DEAN :

PRESIDENT:

Yes.

Then he can go But, uh, the, uh, the one

thing I don’t want to do is to...Let’s make this

clear. I, I very, uh,

which I know at the time (inaudible) rob (inaudible) in

what happened. I don% want it to happen with Watergate,

the Watergate matter.¯ I think (inaudible) made a mistake,

but he shouldn’t have been sackedJ he shouldn’t have ....

that reason (inaudiSle) everything else (inaudible)

a statement, a statement from you (inaudible).3 On the

other hand, uh, I would           as I said to you,-that

you do it the other way~ I would particularly prefer to do

it that way if it’s going to come out that way anyway.

My view is that with the number of jackasses (inaudible)

they’ve got that they can call they’re gQing to

(inaudible) story’ll get out through leaks, charges, and

so forth, and innuendos will be a hell of a lot worse

than the story they’re going to get out by just letting it

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

out there.

Well, I’don’t know.

But that’s the way it h~s to be. Up to this point the

whole theory has been containment, as you know, John.

Well, I wish it...

As far as I’m concerned, acting from a personal stand-

point, you aren’t making a personal sacrifice (inaudible)

that’s what I had been told the theory was. Bryce could

be assured he was going to ~(inaudible) dumb thing

(inaudible) but I don’t look at it that way (inaudible).

That’s th~.thing I was concerned.~.We’re going to protect

our people if we. can..
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PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

HALDEMAN:

DEAN:

EHRLICHMAN:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN :

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

EHRLICHMAN:

The, uh--Now, uh, we could--Have you considered
~ny otfler"’pos’s--, .have ..you cqDsl~ere..~ the
other- all oth~ oossibilities              . ,

¯ You o re t           o            ed to--

That,s.~ight. I think we,

You know the bodices.

I think we’ve had a, good go-round,.9~--

~ we want to ~ t    ,
~e-:let it hanz_ou~,

s5 to speak?

Well, it’s, it isn’t really thah--

It’s a limited hang out.

It’s a limited hang o~t.

It’s a modified limi$~d hang out..¯

Well, it’s only the questions of the thing
hanging out publicly or privately.

~at it’s doing, Mr. President, is getting you
up above and away from it. And that’s the
most important thing.

O~h, I know. But I sug~e..sted that the other
,day ~nd we all cam. e down on. uh] ~9-e’mem
~ on uh on t. he._ne atlve on it.
Now w                 our mind?

The lack of alternatives, or a body.
~Laugh~e,r)

We, we went down ~very alley. (~Laughter)
~et2~ gO over~ ,
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PRESIDENT:

EHRL~CHMAN:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

HALDEMAN:

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

PRESIDENT:

UNIDENTIFIED:

Well, I feel that at, uh, I feel that this
is, that, uh, I feel that at the very
minimum we’ve got to have the statement and,

.uh, let’s look at it, whatever the hell it is.
If, uh, if it opens up doors, it opens up.
doors, you know.

John says he’s sorry he sent those burglars
in there, and that helps a lot.

That’s right.

You are very welcome, sir.
(Laughter)

Just glad the others didn’t get caught.

Yeah, the ones we sent to Muskie and all the
rest; Jackson, and Hubert, and, uh
(unintelligible, with tape noise)

I get a little chill sitting over there in that
part of the table there.

Yeah (unintelligible). Getting pr--, i, I, I

Yeah.

I got to handle my Canadian friend...

Ri ght.

...at the moment. Incidentally, uh, you don’t
plan to have, uh, you weren’t planning to have
a press briefing (uninte~llglble)

We hadn’t planned it. It wouldn’t hurt, uh--

(Unintelligible) 3:30 with John (unintelligible).
All right.

He is going to talk to the press tomorrow.

Yeah, let’s let it go. (unintelligible)

(Unintelligible)
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PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

PRESIDENT:

Suppose you take it. You ta~e care of It now
(unintelligible) and I won"~ come over there,
I--you might, if you get hlm~ waltzed around,
you let me hear--

All right.

It would be my thought them ~hat I would then
break it off at 4:30.

DEAN:

MITCHELL:

EHRLICHMAN:

PRESIDENT:

All right. Fine.

Four o’clock will be the mf~mum (unintelligible)

I, I think both of you (unin~elllgible)

Yeah, I was thinking that we ought to, uh--yeah,

I understand. But, but no,~ Bob, what time
is the--is my take-off schednled for 4:30 today?

UNIDENTIFIED:

HALDEMAN:

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

4:30.

Yes, sir.

Well, we won’t, we won’t r~h. George needs to
talk, (unintelligible) get ~he chance to.

(Unintelligible)

PRESIDENT:

EHRLICHMAN:

Yeah.

Three, uh, say fifteen, twenty minutes from

now?

PRESIDENT: Sure, sure, sure.

EHRLICHMAN:

MITCHELL:

HALDEMAN:
Several Voices:
PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

Okay.

Mr. President, (unintelligih~e)

¯ . . asshole was something else~
(Unintelligible)

Yeah.

Believe me, it’s a lot of wo~K.

Oh, great. I may (un~nt lliqible)    Well, let me
tell you, you’ve done a hell of a job here.
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UNIDENTIFIED:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

( Unint e lli gib le )

I didn’t mean for you. I thought we had_a

~gY he~. No, you, uh? John~

ma    er of~ ......~~~

ut the f otP                                                     ec~th.
na ed down ti                                  " -
~e all kngw what it is. Embarrassing God dazn
thing the way it weht, and so forth. But, in
my view, uh, some of it will come out; we wi!l
survive it. That.’s the way it is. That’s
the way you’ve got to look at it.

We were within a few miles months ago, but,

uh, we’re--

The point is, get the God damn thing over with.

That’s right.
th~n5That’s the thing to do. That’s the other    ~ ~

that I llke about this. I’d llke to get--But
you really would draw the line on--But, I know,
we can’t make a complete cave and have the
people go up there and testify. You would
agree on that?

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

I agree.

You agree on that, John?

If-we’re in the posture of everything short
of giving them a public session (unintelligible)
and the whole deal. You’re not hiding anything.

Yeah. Particularly if, particularly if we have

the Dean statement.

And they’ve been given out.

And your view about the Dean statement is to give
that to the Committee and not make it public,

however.
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DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

That’s correct, I think that’s--

And say it’s, uh--

Give it to the Committee for the purpose--

--the purpose of their investigation.

(Unintelligible) to limit the number of

witnesses...

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

Yeah.

...which are called up there, instead of a

buck-shot operation.

And say here, and also say, "This may help
you in your Investigati°n’~

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

pRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

pRESIDENT:

Right.

"This is everything we know, Mr. Senator."
That’s what I was preparing to say. "This
everything we know; I know nothln~ more ....
is the whole purpose, and that’s that. If
need any further informatlo~, my, our counsel

will furnish it, uh, that is not in here."
It’d be tempting to--"But t:his is all me kncw.
Now, in addition to that, you are welco~e to
have, have people, but you~ve got to have--"
I think that the best way te have it is in
executive session, but inc~dentally, you say
executive session for those out of government

as well as in?

That’s right.

Chapin and Colson should be called in.

(Unintelligible )

I would think so.

Sure. Because you have the same problem.

You see, we ask--but your point--we ask for, uh,
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PRESIDENT
(CONTINUED):

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

pRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

the privilege, and at least, you know, we,
we, our statement said it applies to former
as well as present (unintelligible)

Now, our statement--you leave a lot of
flexibility that you normally--for one thing,
taking the chance appearing, and uh, however,
informal relationships will always be worked
out (unintelligible)

Informal relations.

That ’ s right.

You have the same basis--

Well, it might. When I say that, that, that--
the written, interrogatory thing is not as
clear (unintelligible) maybe Ervln is making
it that way, but I think that’s based on what
maybe, uh, we said that the--I don’t thin~( I
said we would only write, in, in the press
conference, written interrogatories.

That’s right. I don’t think--

I didn’t say that at all.

Ervin Just Jumped to that conclusion as a
result of my letter to, uh--

I think that’s what it was.

I think that’s what’s happened.

Not that your letter was wrong--It was right.
But, uh, the whole written interrogatory, we
didn’t discuss other possibilities.

With respect to your ex-employees, you have
the same problem of getting into areas of
privileged communications. You certainly
can make a good case for keeping them in
executive session.
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pRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

pRESIDENT:

That’s right.

(Unintelligible)

And, and in this sense the precedent for
working--you can do it in cases in the future,

executive session, and
Let’s do it ~n
then the privilege can be raised without having
uh, on a legal basis, without; having the guilt
by the Fifth Amendment, not ~ike pleading the

Fifth Amendment--

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

Right.

--the implication always bei~graised.

(Unintelligible). and Self-protection in that

view?

What? Yeah.

(Unintelligible) Fifth Amendment.

That’s right. That’s what we’re, going to

do here.

Those--boy, this thing has t~ be turned
around. Got to get you off ~he lld.

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

pRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

Ri ght.

All right.

All right, fine Chuck.

Good to see you.

How long were you in Florid~$ Just, uh--

I was down there overnight- I was four hours
on the witness stand testifying for the
government in these, uh, racket cases involving
wiretapping- The God damn fool Judge down
there let them go all over the lot and ask me
any questions that they wanted to. Just
ridiculous. You knoW, this had, all has to do
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MITCHELL
(CONTINUED):

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

with the discretionary act of signing a piece
of paper that I’m authorized by the statute.
There were twenty-seven hood lawyers that
Questioned me.

You know, uh, the, uh, you, you can say
when I (unintelligible) I was going to say
that the, uh--(Picks UD phone) Can you get
me Prime Minister Trudeau in Canada, please.
(Hangs up) I was going to say that Dean has
really been, uh, something on this.

That he has, Mr. President, no question about
it, he’s a very--

Son-of-a-bitching tough thing.

You’ve got a very solid guy that’s handled
some tough things. And, I also want to say
these lawyers that you have think very highly
of him. I know that John spends his time
with certain ones--

Dean’~s discipline is very high.

O’BrienParkinson, ¯

Yes, Dean says it’s great. Well, you know I
feel for all the people, you know. I mean
everybody that’s involved. Hell, is all
we’re doing is their best to (unintelligible)
and so forth. (Unintelligible). That’s, that’s
why I can’t let you go, go down. John? It’s
all right. Come in.

Uh--

Did you find out anything?

I was, I went over to Ziegler’s office. They
have an office over there. Paul O’Brien’ll
be down here in a little while to see you.
I’m going over to Ziegler’s office and finish
this up now.
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MITCHELL:

DEAN:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

DEAN:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

Are you coming back?

Yes, I’ll come back over here then.

Okay.

Yeah. Well, when you come back--he can, uh,
is that office open for John now?

Yes.

Then he can go over there as soon (unintel-
ligible) this. But, uh, the, uh, the one
thing I don’t want to do is to--~ow let me
make this clear. I, I, I thought it was, uh,
very, uh, very cruel thing as it turned out--
although at the time I had to tell (unlntel-
llgible)--what happened to Adazs. I don’t want
it to happen with Watergate--the Watergate
matter. I think he made a, made a mistake,
but he shouldn’t have been sacked, he shouldn’t
have been--And, uh, for that reason, I am
perfectly willing to--i don’t give a shlt what
happens. I want you all to stonewall it, ?.et
them plead the Fifth Amendment, cover-uo or
anything else, if It’ll save it--save the ~
That’s the whole point. On the other hand, uh~
uh. I would prefer, as I said to you, that you
do it the other way. And I would particularly
prefer to do it that other way if it’s ~olng
to come out that way anyway. And that my
view, that, uh, with the number of Jackass
people that they’ve got that they can call,
they’re going to--The story they get out
through leaks, charges, and so forth, and
innuendos, will be a hell of a lot worse than
the story they’re going to get out by Just
letting it out there.

Well--

I don’t know. But that’s uh you know, up to
this point, the whole theory has been
containment, as you know, John.

Yeah.
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PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

And now, now we’re shifting. As far as I’m
concerned, actually from a personal standpoint,
if you weren’t making a personal sacrifice--
it’s unfalr--Haldeman and Dean. That’s what
Eisenhower--that’s all he cared about. He
only cared about--Chrlst, "Be sure he was
clean." Both in the fund thing and the Adams
thing. But I don’t look at it that way. And
I Just--That’s the thing I am really concerned
with. We’re going to protect our people, if
we can.

Well, the important thing is to get you up
above it for this first operation. And then
to see where the chips fall and, uh, and, uh,
get through this Grand Jury thing up here.
Uh, then the Committee is another question.
(Telephone rings) %,~at we ought to have is
a reading as to what is (Telephone rings)
coming out of this Committee and we, if we
handle the cards as it progresses. (Telephone
rings)

Yeah. But anyway, we’ll go on. And, uh, I
think in order--it’ll probably turn just as
well, getting them in the position of, even
though it hurts for a little while.

Yeah.

You know what I mean. People say, "Well, the
President’s (unintelligible)," and so forth.
Nothing is lasting. You know people get so
disturbed about (unintelligible).

( Unint e lli gib le )

Now, when we do move (unintelligible) we can
move, we can move, in a, in a, in a, in the
proper way.

If you can do it in a controlled way it
would help and good, but, but, but the other
thing you have to remember is that this stuff
is going to come out of that Committee,
whether--

That’s right.

And it’s going to come out no matterwhat.
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PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:
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As if, as if I, and then it looks like I
tried to keep it from coming out.

That’s why it’s important that that statement
go up to the Committee.

(Picks up phone) Hello.
talk. Sure. (Hangs Up)
we’ll--

(pause) I don’t want to
Christ. Sure,

Itls like these Gray, Gray hearings. They
had it five days running that the files were
turned over to John Dean, Just five days
running--the same story.

Same story, right.

And the files should have been turned over.

(Unintelligible)

John should have, should have demanded them.
You should have demanded all of them.

(Unintelligible) what the hell was he doing as
counsel to the President without getting them?
He was--I told him to conduct an investigation,

and he did.

I know.

Well, it’s llke everything else.

Anything else for us to--

Get on that other thing. If Baker can--Baker
is not proving much of a reed up to this point.
He’s smart enough.

Howard is smart enough, but, uh~ we’ve got to
carry him. Uh, I think he has and I’ve been
puzzling over a way to have a liaison with him
and, and, uh--                            - "-

He won’t talk on the phone with anybody
according to Kleindienst. He thinks his phone
is tapped.
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MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

pRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

He does?

Who’s tapping his phone?

I don’t know.
Who would he think, whowould he think would

tap his phone? I guess maybe that we would.

I don’t doubt that.

He must think that Ervin--

Maybe.

Or, or a newspaper.

Newspaper, or, or the Democratic Party, or
somebody. There’s got to be somebody to
liaison with Kllendienst to get in a position
where--It’s all right from foreknowledge through

Kllendienst.

You really wonder if you take Wally Johnson
and uh--He’s a pretty good boy, isn’t he?

Yeah. (Unintelligible)

You might, you might throw that out to Dean.
Dean says he doesn’t want to be in such a,
such a public position. He talked to the
Attorney General (unintelligible) Wally Johnson.
And he said that--

Well, he will be in the Department,...

Yeah.

...talking to the Department.

(Unintelligible) Mansfield’s down there--

Everything else under control?

we’re all going fine. I think, though,
~’~ lone as, uh, everyone and so.f?~h~_
~u~_(u~ntelllglble) still (unlnsel±Ig~o±~)
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MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

All of Washington--the public interest in
this thing, you know.

Isn’t (unintelligible) worries
the shit out of us here in regard, regarding
(unintelligible)

Just .in time.

But the point is that, uh, I don’t--There’s
no need for him to testify. I have nothing
but intuition, but hell, I don’t know. i,
but--Agaln you really have to protect the
Presidency, too. That’s the point.

Well this does no violence to the Presidency
at all, this concept--

The whole scenario.

Yeah.

No, it, uh, uh, d-, that’s what I mean. The
purpose of this scenario is to clean the
Presidency. (Unintelligible) what they say
"All right. Here’s the report, we’re going
to cooperate with the Committee." and so forth
and so on. The main thing is to answer
(unintelligible) and that should be a God
damned satisfactory answer, John.

It should be.

Shouldn’t it.

It answers all of their complaints they’ve
had to date.

That’s right. They get cross-examination.

Right. They get everything but the public
spectacle.

Public spectacle. And the reason we don’t
have that is because you have to argue...
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MITCHELL:

PRESIDENT:

They have to argue ands--

...on a legal’~tter and~.Ycu d°n’t want themtobe..
uh, used as a, uh, uh, for unfairly, to, to
have somebody charged.~



going tO postpone any

cool



GRAY SAYS DEAN LIES. :
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